The Jews Have Cursed The Black Race

The Torah is full of curses on all Gentile races. This includes the Whites who are called Amalek and are ordered to be totally exterminated by the Jews. The Jewish invented White Genocide cult of Cultural Marxism is not anything but the Jews practicing their racial religion in a bogus political cloak.

In the Torah, Noah cursed Ham to be a slave to Shem. Ham was the father of Cush, and the Cushites were the ancient title of the Black race and areas in Africa. This is the curse of Ham. However, the major curse against the Blacks is in Isaiah, and this one is never mentioned because it's too obvious.

The Torah in the book of Isaiah:

14 This is what the Lord says: “The products of Egypt and the merchandise of Cush, and those tall Sabeans— they will come over to you and will be yours; they will trudge behind you, coming over to you in chains. They will bow down before you and plead with you, saying, ‘Surely God is with you, and there is no other; there is no other god.’”

Note here we have the Cushites being put into chains and enslaved to the children of Israel. The Jews call Gentiles the property of the Jewish race, i.e. merchandise (which is property and means Goyim). When the Jews ran the Black slave trade, they used these passages from the Torah to justify the slave trade to the Christian population. The Jews call the curse of Ham the “Noachide curse.” What do you think is going to happen to Blacks if the Jew World Order gets the Noahide Laws that the Jewish Rabbis had passed into law in America under the president (the first Bush), imposed on the population? Exactly the same as what already happened in the past numerous plantations and households run by Jews having their own Cushite slaves to do the work for them. The book "The Secret Relationship Between Blacks And Jews" stated that at least seventy percent of all slave owners of Blacks in America were Jews, and take into consideration that the Jews were only around one percent of the entire American population. The first synagogue built in America was in New Port, Rhode Island as this was the hub of the Jewish run African slave trade. This is also why the Jew Karl Marx advocated to the public for keeping the slave trade going in his own papers. However, note the other part of this curse against Blacks in Isaiah: the Blacks bow before the Jewish god and worship it as the one and only master, and thus become spiritual slaves to the Jews.

Every Black person in a Christian church has fulfilled the curse of Isaiah; they bow before the Jews and claim there is no other god but the Jewish one. They
mention chains in Isaiah for the Blacks, and in the Jewish Kabala this is symbolic of the spiritual curses of the Torah on the Gentiles. Each of the 22 Hebrew letters is a link in the long chain of slavery. The only way to gain spiritual freedom is to break the chains of the Jews with the Final RTR.

This is why the Black neighborhoods (in which a Church is placed on every corner) are destroyed war zones. The curses of the Jews are upon them. If one studies the history of Nubia and the Blacks even today like the Dogons, they followed the Egyptian PAGAN Gods; the Demons of Satan. Even the spiritual leaders of the Dogons have names such as Amon Ra.

Something interesting in the ancient histories is that the Egyptians destroyed the Temple of Yahweh in the Jewish community on the Island of the lower Aswan region in the Nile in 410 BC. From what was mentioned of the reason and way it was done, the Egyptians were attempting to cleanse the Jewish thoughtform from existence. Just like the Greek Emperors ordered Judaism to be destroyed by trying to make the Jews stop reading from the Torah to erase this thought form and the Romans banned the Torah readings for the same reason.

The Jewish Rabbis warn that Satan will destroy the Jews by reversing the Torah which is the 22 Hebrew letters the Final RTR.
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